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TEACHING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION: PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION IN CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF EQUALIZATION a. Make sure you have
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met the minimum requirements of this program. b. Once
you have a camera, connect it to your computer and run

the setup programs. I found the program on the
developer's website. It reads the camera serial number
and then it creates a new folder in a folder "snapshots".

Inside that folder is a ".GIF" file with a name of the
camera serial number. The program works great when

you use the serial numbers of your cameras. However, I
have a camera that does not have a serial number on it.

My question is, can you still run a batch file that will
recognize a camera without a serial number and then
create a folder for that camera and create a ".GIF" file
with the G images for that camera? I have a Canon T3i
DSLR with a Creative Media 64gb card and a T3 model
remote. I was just wondering if there was a way to use

the T3 model remote to transfer the images to the
computer instead of having to use the cable for the T3i? I
am trying to shoot some timelapse footage with different
long exposures. I have 5 to 7 frames per second. I want

to use the 5.4 second exposure method but I want to
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have the camera in a pose with arms and hands in the air
to simulate the pose of the 5.4 shot. I have already

created a timelapse video but I want to do it at a faster
speed. What would be the best way to achieve this?

Thanks in advance. I have been shooting with a Nikon
D3200 and have been using the first person view option.

I find that the first person view doesn't always give a
very good photo. Is there a way to reverse the camera so

the "self photo" will be on the right and the lens is
pointing up? I take a lot of pictures and view pictures in
order to edit them. I have a Nikon D40 in the D4x series.

I have tried using this command: Â´convert -size
565x360! -path myphotocards/original.jpg

myphotocards/mycollectedphotos/myframe.jpg -gravity
center -auto-orient" but I don't know how to convert
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